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Objectives

• Identify opportunities for 
improvement for increased 
compliance with current best 
practices for prevention, diagnosis, 
and treatment of C. diff infections.

• Explain our processes in 
developing a multi- disciplinary, 
layered plan to incorporate C. 
diff education and quality 
improvement interventions.

• Discuss and summarize our 
evaluation and anticipated 
sustainability of this plan within the 
current healthcare climate.





C. diff Sprint



Multi-
Layered 
Process 
Focus

• Surveillance/ Audits

• Prompt Isolation & Identification

– Real time notification reflexed 
from order

– Nurse-driven protocol

• Prevention

– Hand Hygiene

– Dedicated Equipment

– PPE Compliance

– Appropriate Notification on 
transfer

– Enhanced Contact Precautions 
compliance



Multi-
Layered 
Process 
Focus, 
cont.

• Education

– Environmental Cleaning

– Bug of the Month

– Implemented C. diff bundles 
for inpatient location

• Clinical Responsibility

– Adherence to best practice

• Diagnostic Stewardship



Surveillance Data

 Criteria  Feb 19 –
April 20

April 21 
– June 
20

June 21 
– August 
20

Aug 21-
Oct 20

Oct 21-
Dec 20

C. diff positivity rate  2/50 1/40 1/36 1/24 4/37

Documented 3+ watery stools in 
24 hrs 

 30  31 21 20 28

Received laxative in last 24 hrs  5  3 3 3 2

 Test for Cure  4  0 2 0 0

 Documented "no diarrhea" or 
"formed stool"

 6  1 2 1 4

Repeat test within a 7-day period  5  1 0 1 4

Presence of other likely cause for 
diarrhea

4 2 3 0 1



Bug of the Month



Nurse-Driven Protocol



Clinical Support Rule





C. diff Bundle



Make learning fun



Lab testing at TRH and 

results interpretation

C. Diff Lab 
Testing



PCR is a molecular based 
testing platform; we use the 
BD MAX analyzer.

This tests for the C. diff genetic 
material that could be capable 
of producing toxins or active 
infections.

It is a very sensitive test; must 
only use liquid or very soft 
stools. Nothing Formed. 

A positive can mean current 
C. diff infection or
C. diff colonization.

We reflex all positives to a 
toxin EIA test.

C. diff PCR



C. Diff toxin EIA kit

Enzyme Immunoassay kit that rapidly 
detects glutamate dehydronase antigen 
or C. diff bacteria and both Toxins A and B.

If only the AG line is present after testing, 
that indicates a patient only has C. 
Diff bacteria present or colonized but no 
toxin producing C. diff and does not require 
treatment.

If the Toxin line is present, that indicates a 
toxin producing C. diff result and patient 
will need treatment.



C. DIFF TOXIN KIT SPECS:

We use a kit called Tech 
Lab C. Diff Toxin EIA. There 
are many different brands 
of C.diff toxin kits but this 

specific one we have in 
house is the best on the 

market. It’s the most 
expensive kit for testing of 

toxin but because of its 
performance for diagnosis, 

it’s valuable.



C. difficile Testing Algorithm: PCR/Reflex Toxin EIA



PCR/Reflex Toxin EIA Key Points:

• Identify new onset of unexplained large-volume, frequent, liquid 
stools and consider a broad differential diagnosis. This process of 
medical decision-making is unchanged. 

• Avoid unnecessary testing. The first test, the C. Diff PCR, is a very 
sensitive molecular test. C. diff PCR+ means the sample carries C. 
diff organisms with the genetic material capable of producing toxin. 
A positive PCR test could mean current C. diff infection OR could 
mean C. diff colonization. Colonization does not need treatment.

• The reflex testing required for all PCR+ samples, the C. diffToxin EIA 
kits, differentiate between current infection with C. diff which 
warrants treatment and colonization, which does not.



Treatment

2021 Update to SHEA/IDSA 

Treatment Guidelines



New(er) 
C. Diff
therapies

• Fidaxomicin (Dificid®)

– Macrolide antibiotic

– Narrow spectrum

– Minimally absorbed

– Bactericidal (vs. vancomycin –
bacteriostatic)

– $4000 per treatment course

– Greatest potential benefit: 
Sustained clinical response/fewer 
recurrences



CDI 
recurrence

• Initial response rate vs. recurrence rate

• Multiple recurrences:
– No difference in treatment agent used

• Risk factors for recurrence

• Importance of healthy gut microbiome

Age > 65

Immunocompromised host

Severe CDI on presentation

IDSA/SHEA 2021 Focused Update Guidelines on Management of 
Clostridioides difficile Infection in Adults.
Am Fam Physician. 2013;87(3):211-212.



New(er) 
C. Diff
therapies, 
cont.

• Bezlotoxumab (Zinplava®)

– Monoclonal antibody – binds Toxin 
B and neutralizes

– Place in therapy: patient with CDI in 
past 6 months

– Single dose – Adjunct given any 
time during therapy

– $2921 per vial

– Greatest potential benefit: reducing 
recurrence, especially in high 
risk/elderly



IDSA/SHEA 2021 Focused Update Guidelines on Management of Clostridioides difficile Infection in Adults
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C. diff Treatment



IDSA/SHEA 2021 Focused Update Guidelines on Management of Clostridioides
difficile Infection in Adults
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C. diff Treatment

IDSA/SHEA 2021 Focused Update Guidelines on Management of Clostridioides difficile Infection in Adults



Conclusion

• Discuss and summarize our evaluation and anticipated sustainability 
of this plan within the current healthcare climate and its future 
application


